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What are the key differences between 
a CV and a resume?*

*in the United States



A credential-based 
professional history

More thorough 
career review

Multiple pages

Static

More standardized 
formatting

CV

A competency-based 
marketing document

Targeted summary of 
achievements and skills

1 page**
** 2 pages if you’re more senior

Tailored for each use

More flexible formatting

Resume



PurposeCV Resume

A credential-based professional history that 
provides a thorough career review

Comprehensive overview of education, honors, 
publications, presentations, experience, and 
affiliations

Tends to consist of lists in reverse-chronological 
order, with limited descriptive or explanatory 
text

Typically used in Academia!

A competency-based marketing document that 
provides a targeted summary of achievements 
and skills

Tends to consist of descriptive bullet points, 
each highlighting a key accomplishment, 
responsibility, or skill that is relevant to the 
position of interest

Typically used in Industry! 



StructureCV Resume

➔ Education

➔ Honors and Awards

➔ Publications

➔ Presentations

➔ Research Experience

➔ Teaching Experience

➔ Service

➔ Affiliations

➔ Other Experience*

➔ Objective*

➔ Experience

➔ Education

➔ Skills

➔ Personal*

*optional



Structure
Header

CV Resume

➔ Name
➔ Professional Address 
➔ Phone number
➔ Email address
➔ Optional: website, google scholar, other 

academic profiles

➔ Name
➔ Address 
➔ Phone number 
➔ Email address
➔ Optional: website, LinkedIn, other 

industry/professional profiles

Manasi Jayakumar
Curriculum Vitae

Psychology Department, Columbia University
406 Schermerhorn Hall, 1190 Amsterdam Avenue, 

New York, NY 10027
mj2873@columbia.edu https://manasijkumar.github.io/

Manasi Jayakumar
406 Schermerhorn Hall, 1190 Amsterdam Avenue, 

New York, NY 10027
manasi.jkumar@gmail.com

➔ I don’t put my phone number up anywhere (privacy reasons). You could add your work phone 
number if you were more comfortable with that.

➔ Address on Resume is typically local home address - again I feel weird about doing that so I 
just put my professional address

My opinion

mailto:mj2873@columbia.edu
https://manasijkumar.github.io/
mailto:manasi.jkumar@gmail.com


Structure
Education

CV Resume

First section in a CV!

➔ School
➔ Degree
➔ Date
➔ GPA
➔ Any other important information (Honors 

Thesis, etc.)

Comes after Experience in Resume!
Same content as CV but formatting would be 
similar to the rest of your Resume. 



Structure
Honors

CV Resume

Comes after Education section!

➔ Honor/Award, Organization, Year

Typically not a separate section!

Same details as CV but add it as a bullet point 
where relevant (e.g. in Education or Experience 
section) 



Structure
Publications

CV Resume

After Honors and Awards section

In APA format with your name bolded 
Reverse-chronological order (i.e. newest one 
first)

No separate section, but if you’re listing 
Research Assistant in your experiences, you 
could add any publications as a bullet point 
under that



Structure 
Presentations

CV Resume

Located after Publications section!

In APA format with your name bolded 
Reverse-chronological order (i.e. newest one 
first)

Not worth including this!



Structure
Research Experience

CV Resume

After presentations section!

➔ Position
➔ University
➔ Supervisor name
➔ Dates
➔ 1-2 line summary of responsibilities

List in Experience section!

➔ Position, University, Lab (if applicable)
➔ Dates
➔ 2-3 bullet points highlighting 

accomplished and transferable 
strengths/skills 
(e.g. initiative, project management skills, 
people-facing skills, data analysis, writing 
skills, presentation skills)



CV Resume

List before or after Research Experience 
section!

➔ Position 
➔ University, Dates
➔ Course name, number, Instructor
➔ 1-2 line summary describing 

responsibilities

List in Experience section!

➔ Position, University, Dates
➔ 2-3 bullet points highlighting 

accomplishment and transferable 
strengths/skills 
(e.g. initiative, writing skills, presentation 
skills, organizational skills)

Structure
Teaching Experience



Structure
Service

CV Resume

Near the end of CV!

➔ Organization, role and years with simple 
formatting

Add in Personal section!

Exception: If it’s a long-term commitment worth 
highlighting as a job, then add it to your 
Experience section. 



Structure
Affiliations

CV Resume

Optional, list near the end of CV! (can also 
bundle with service e.g. Professional service 
and affiliations)

➔ Affiliation type, organization, years

No need to include unless you need to fill up 
space!



A credential-based 
professional history

More thorough 
career review

Multiple pages

Static

More standardized 
formatting

CV

A competency-based 
marketing document

Targeted summary of 
achievements and skills

1 page**
** 2 pages if you’re more senior

Tailored for each use

More flexible formatting

Resume



Some Resume-specific points!



Resume Structure: Experience

Two common ways of listing your experience: 
➔ Reverse-chronological
➔ Functional

Reverse-chronological:

➔ Standard/default way 



Resume Structure: Experience

Two common ways of listing your experience: 
➔ Reverse-chronological
➔ Functional

Reverse-chronological:

➔ Standard/default way

Functional: 

➔ Useful if making a big change or 
applying to a job (or grad school) where 
you want to highlight a participant 
experience!

 



Resume Structure: Skills

Highlight all relevant skills you have (with a 
different bullet for each software of platform 
type) 



Resume Structure: Personal

Optional! 
➔ Great place to communicate who you 

are and how you stand out from other 
candidates 

➔ Can help swing hiring decisions in 
your favor when they are looking for a 
personal fit!

➔ (Avoid using if the information included 
is generic)

➔ Can also be called Hobbies



Resume Content

Resumes are sales documents: they market you as a personal brand! 
To do so most effectively:
➔ Use active verbs that demonstrate what you have accomplished, rather 

than listing duties.
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Resume Content

Resumes are sales documents: they market you as a personal brand! 
To do so most effectively:
➔ Use active verbs that demonstrate what you have accomplished, rather than 

listing duties.
➔ Quantify wherever possible!
➔ Don’t shy away from buzzwords: if the language is in the job listing, use 

it in your resume!



Resume Content

Resumes are sales documents: they market you as a personal brand! 
To do so most effectively:
➔ Use active verbs that demonstrate what you have accomplished, rather than 

listing duties.
➔ Quantify wherever possible!
➔ Don’t shy away from buzzwords: if the language is in the job listing, use it in 

your resume!
➔ Revise and/or reorder bullets for every single resume to tailor it to the 

job opportunity!



Resume Formatting

Traditional

➔ Law, consulting, non-profit
➔ When in doubt, use traditional 

formatting
➔ Of course, could infuse with some 

color, or different formatting



Resume Formatting

Designed

➔ Creative industries
➔ If you’re applying for a creative role
➔ So many samples online - google is 

your friend!



Resume Stretching

If you’re resume is light and you’re having trouble filling a page: 

➔ Adjust your formatting by using 12 pt. Fone, 1” margins, and ample white 
space

➔ If you've been promoted or had different roles (e.g., project coordinator and 
research assistant), list these roles as separate Experience items

➔ Include Objective and Personal sections
➔ Possibly include high school information (education, jobs)



Resume Squeezing

If your resume is heavy, and you’re having trouble limiting yourself to a page: 
➔ Adjust your formatting by using 10 pt. font, ½”margins, and less white space
➔ If you've been promoted or had different roles, condense them into a single 

Experience item
➔ Exclude Objective, combine Personal with Skills
➔ Exclude any high school information; 


